The ''bullwhip'' effect is a major cause of supply chain deficiencies. This phenomenon refers to grow the amplification of demand or inventory variability as it moves up the supply chain. Supply chain managers experience this variance amplification in both inventory levels and orders. Other side, dampening variance in orders may have a negative impact on customer service due to the increase in the inventory variance. This paper with simulating a three stage supply chains consisting of a single retailer, single wholesaler and single manufacturer under both centralized and decentralized chains. In this paper, it is intended to analysis the causes of bullwhip effect from two dimensions of order and inventory variance using the response surface methodology. The results show that in both supply chains, rationing factor is considered as the least important cause of bullwhip effect. While the wholesaler's order batching and the chain's order batching are considered as the main causes for the bullwhip effect in the decentralized and centralized chains, respectively.
Introduction
There is ample anecdotal evidence that many companies experience significant extra costs owing to supply chain problems. Konicki [1] showed that the company faced sharp falls in demand for products and sales merchandise was often out of stock when customers arrived in the store. Furthermore, bloated stocks of other goods were kept alongside these empty racks and display shelves, but they were not any guarantee for the high customers' service level. Therefore, inventory managers must consider two primary factors when making replenishment. First, a replenishment rule has an impact on order variability (as measured by the bullwhip effect, i.e., the ratio of the variance of orders over the variance of demand) shown to the supplier. Second, the replenishment rule has an impact on the variance of the net stock (as measured by the net stock amplification, i.e., the ratio of net stock variance over the variance of demand). This is the key trade-off faced by members of a supply chain. Indeed, the bullwhip effect is driving costs at the upstream stage (e.g. the manufacturer or supplier) and consequently, the downstream stage (e.g. the retailer) may not worry about it. Other side, dampening the bullwhip effect may have a negative impact on the customer service [2] .
Forrester was one of the first researchers who pointed out to this phenomenon in 1961. He named this phenomenon as strengthening the demand [3] . Procter and Gamble named this phenomenon as the bullwhip effect to explain the observed behavior between customers and suppliers [4] . There are a lot of evidences resulted by this phenomenon in the industry for instance: the commercial operations of Campbell's Soup [5] , HP and Procter & Gamble [4] , a clothing supply chain [6] , etc. This enlargement generates a large volume of inefficiencies such as increasing stock and generating stock outs while it is moving to a greater number of units than its necessary, [4, 7, 8] . Lee et al. defined this phenomenon as increase the variability of the order when the orders move up thorough the supply chain [4, 9] . Hence, customers demand patterns convert to the highly irregular produce patterns for their supplier. They identified five main causes of the bullwhip effect i.e. lead time, demand signal processing, order batching, price fluctuations, and rationing and shortage gaming. Disney and Towill [6] considered a particular importance for the lead time and demand signal processing. Potter and Disney [10] have shown that setting the batch size such that a multiple of the batch quantity matches the average demand can result in the bullwhip measure reduction. Yao and Dong-Qing indicated that demand forecasting and ordering policies are two key methods of controlling the bullwhip effect [11] . Beside, Paik [12] based on an experimental design, identified the demand forecasting and lead time in purchasing as the most important variables for bullwhip control. Geary et al. [13] analyzed the different causes of bullwhip, highlighted the importance of synchronization and information sharing to be able to eliminate part of the uncertainty. Ton Hien Duc et al. [14] considered the forecasting technique as the most important cause because the inventory system of the supply chain is directly affected by the forecasting method. Adenso-Díaz et al. [8] summarized the different causes of bullwhip effect that has been identified in the literature as associated with the bullwhip phenomenon in the forward chain. Zotteri [15] investigated the causes and the effects of the bullwhip by analyzing the empirical demand data for fast moving consumer goods in a personal care sector.
In terms of engineering science techniques, control engineering attitude and statistical attitude are two common methods for quantifying the bullwhip effect. For instance, Lee et al. [9] ; Chen et al. [16, 17] used the statistical attitudes for quantifying the bullwhip effect and defined the bullwhip effect as a lower bound. They focused on quantifying the impacts of demand forecasting techniques [16, 17] and demand processes [9] on the bullwhip effect for a simple and two-stage supply chain.
The usage of control engineering for controlling the production and inventory through the Laplace Conversion was firstly suggested by Simon [18] . The control engineering approach goes back to the work of Vassian [19] ; Adelson [20] ; Forrester and Technology [21] and Towill [22, 23] . This methodology enables us to obtain the important insights in the dynamic behavior of replenishment rules. Likewise, there are other strategies discussed by Disney et al. [24] , Ouyang and Daganzo [25] , Sucky [26] and Ouyang and Li [27] for quantifying or mitigating the bullwhip effect.
The statistical method of response surface methodology (RSM) has been proposed to include the influences of individual factors as well as their interactive influences [28, 29] . It is an empirical statistical modeling technique employed for multiple regression analysis. RSM uses the quantitative data obtained from properly designed experiments to solve multivariable equations and evaluate the relative significance of several affective factors even in presence of complex interaction, simultaneously. This paper is constructed based on a replenishment model similar to the one used by Disney et al. [24] . Based on this research, we consider the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification named by Coppini et al. [30] as the inventory oscillations by generalized policy (s, S) used by each of chain members. In this paper, it is tried to study the impacts of causes of the bullwhip effect using RSM as well as their interactions on the demand and net stock amplification, concurrently. This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, modeling of the problem is explained in a three stage supply chains. Section 3 investigates the results and discussion. Section 4 presents the results of two supply chains. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our findings and conclusion.
Supply chain model
For modeling the problem, firstly, the parameters of the problem are defined. Then, the replenishment rule and response surface methodology are presented. Afterwards, the experiments with their detailed information such as the factors selection, levels determination and their response variable are presented. The experiments are considered in a single-product three-stage supply chain that each member has an unconstrained capacity. In this supply chain, a production-distribution serial system under both centralized and decentralized scenario is managed through the unidirectional flow of material.
Problem formulation
Let us introduce the following notations:
Parameters Description 
The replenishment rule
Silver et al. [31] and Zipkin [32] proposed many different types of replenishment policies. They considered the common practice in retailing to replenish the inventories frequently (daily, weekly, monthly) and the tendency of manufacturers to produce the demand. In this study, the analyses are focused on the replenishment strategies known as the OUT policy or (s, S). In such a system, the inventory position is tracked as (=amount on-hand + inventory on-order À backlog). The inventory position is reviewed every period (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly) and an order is placed to raise the inventory position up to an OUT level that determines order quantities [23] . Consequently:
Dejonckheere et al. [33] has been demonstrated that this classical OUT policy with exponential smoothing or moving average will always produce bullwhip for any demand process. Hence, as the process of demand is i.i.d, the best possible forecast process is the simple average of all previous demands
In this regard, the order-up-to policy is defined as follow:
The inventory position is equal to sum of the net stock (NS) and products on order (WIP). Subsequently, the order at time t is obtained as:
To simplify the analysis, the safety stock term is replaced with TNS. Therefore, if we want to generate the smooth replenishment patterns, we can give an appropriate weight to the discrepancies as follows:
In our simulation, each of the three stages dispatch the orders in R period in our decision rule presented in Eq. (4) in which period R is considered as the weight of the forecasted demand.
Response surface methodology
The response surface method (RSM) developed by Box and Wilson in the early 1950s, is a collection of mathematical and statistical techniques used to model and analyze engineering applications. In these engineering problems, there is a desired response usually influenced by several variables and the objective of these applications is to find the variables such that optimize the response. RSM has been applied in a wide variety of industrial setting and parameter optimizations such as: chemical, semiconductor and electronic manufacturing, machining, and metal cutting processes [34] [35] [36] . In general, the procedure of RSM consists of the following steps [28] .
Step 1: Designing and conducting a series of experiments to get adequate and reliable measurements of the interesting response (e.g. orthogonal array experiment).
Step 2: Developing mathematical models of the first and second order response surface with the best fittings.
Step 3: Finding the optimal set of process parameters that produce a maximum or minimum value of the response.
Step 4: Representing the direct and interactive effects of the process parameters through ANOVA table.
If all variables are assumed to be measurable, the response surface can be expressed as follows:
where n is the number of variables. The goal is to optimize the response variable Y. It is assumed that the independent variables are continuous and controllable by experiments with negligible errors. It is necessary to find a suitable approximation for the true functional relationship between independent variables and the response surface. Neter et al. [37] proposed a response surface function, Y, which has a polynomial form:
Y is the predicted response. a 0 is a constant and a j is the linear coefficient. a ij and a jj are the cross-product coefficient and the squared coefficient, respectively. Also, k is the number of factors. It is noteworthy that Eq. (6) should be used when there is a curvature in the system.
Choice of factors, levels, and range
As aforementioned in the literature, four of five major operational cause identified by Lee et al. namely demand forecast updating, order batching, rationing and shortage gaming, and lead time are incorporated as the factors in the simulation model [4, 9] . By changing the value of the four factors as presented in Table 1 , this study tries to investigate the relationship between each of the causes and the severity of its effect on the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification. Considering the generalized OUT policy presented in Eq. (4), the order quantities is specified by several factors:
(1) Demand signal processing: known as the correction constant (b) of any shortage between the desired and the actual inventory, relates to a rate which any discrepancy between actual and desired stock should be corrected. As the desired inventory is selected in the demand forecasting process in such level that covers the unexpected demands within the lead time. So, this factor can be taken into account as the demand forecasting update variable. (2) The order batch (R): planning is incorporated in the simulation model to accumulate demands before issuing an order.
Instead of placing orders, whenever they are needed, companies often use the periodic ordering batch demands before placing orders. Therefore, the order scheduling can be utilized as the order batching variable in the simulation model. (3) Rationing and shortage gaming: In the supply chains, when the supply process is coped with a shortage in their supply process, the manufacturer tries to ration the products. In this regard, customers exaggerate their real needs and reorder more than their real need. This situation is similar to the condition that reordering is done without any consideration to the orders. The correction constant of the orders and WIP (c) is one of the critical parameters in determining the order quantities. (4) Lead time: There are time lags between ordering and receiving the products (T p = L). These delays exist between all the sectors and are used as specific factors for information and material delays. Table 1 The relationship between reasons and variables. 
Selection of the response variable
So far, this study has been focused on the variance of orders. However, this is only one side of the coin. In production smoothing perspective, inventory acts as a buffer stock and absorbs the demand's increases/decreases while production remains relatively steady. This ''inventory bullwhip effect'' may have a negative impact on the customer service [24] . As a result, we should act in such a manner to reduce the bullwhip effect (y 1 ) and to increase the customer service levels through reducing in the inventory variation (y 2 ). Furthermore, in order to improve the data fit and assumed error that are more palatable, a transformed response may also result in a simpler model that is easier to interpret. We often depend on the secondorder function to approximate the system. If this system clearly has a curvature, the system curvature may be depicted through a square or log transformation. Since the distribution of these two response variables are inherently positive skew, we consider their logarithm base 10 as a response variable.
Choice of experimental design
The central composite face (CCF) method is used for generating some experiments to analyze and select a more accurate regression model in RSM [38] . Considering k as the number of independent input variables and two lower and upper bounds for each variable, the number of experiments is equal to (2 k ) or a fraction of it. This design was obtained by using MINITAB In this scenario, demands information and parameters mentioned in Table 1 are shared between the stages. In this state, the whole chain is coped with the four factors. So this factorial design includes 16 points i.e. (n f = 2 4 = 16) augmented by eight axial points coded as ±1 (face centered) and five central points.
The range and levels of all factors (demand signal processing, b; order batching, R; rationing and shortage gaming, c; lead time, L) in coded and real values presented in Table 2 were calculated with the following equation:
where x i is the coded value of the ith test variable; X i is the un-coded value of the ith test variable, X ic is the value of X i at the center point of the studied area, and DX i is known as the step size. As shown in Tables 3 and 4 , the response variables (i.e. the bullwhip effect, y i1 ; the net stock amplification, y i2 ; i = scenarios 1 and 2) were fitted using a predictive function of variables in order to correlate to the eight (scenario 1) and four (scenario 2) independent variables. The responses and variables (in coded value) were analyzed by the response surface function to obtain the values of the coefficient of Eq. (6) . The quality of fit of the polynomial model equation was expressed by the coefficient of determination, R 2 .The model terms were selected or rejected using stepwise regression method in which at each step all terms entered into the model are previously reassessed via their P-value. The responses were completely analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) [28] .
Experiment implementation
In order to implement the experiments in the scenario 1, the retailer that uses the average demand prediction, calculates the target inventory levels through Eq. (4) and orders to wholesaler. The observed order with normal distribution N(l = 110, r = 35) is supplied from the inventory location and the rest of them are stored in the system as the order backlog. Subsequently, the wholesaler forecasts the demand according to the amount of order received from retail and uses it to determine the inventory target levels and finally orders to the manufacture. The manufacture provides any order value for its unlimited capacity. In the scenario 2, as where as the chain is centralized, the demand information forecast methods and the inventory policies between all levels are shared. In this state, the retailer determines the target inventory level based on the average demand prediction and orders to the wholesaler. The wholesaler receives this order from the retailer and similarly, determines its inventory target level and orders to the factory.
Results and discussion
Based on preliminary experiments, the effects of demand signal processing, order batching, rationing and shortage gaming, lead time on the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification were studied through RSM. In this regard, the application of RSM yielded the following regression equations under both centralized and decentralized chains which are empirical relationship between the values of the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification variables in coded unit. À 0:6424b Fig. 1 illustrates the normal probability plots of the standardized residuals in different states and Table 5 shows ANOVA results for studied responses. Tables 6 and 7 show the statistical results in scenario 1. According to these tables, Eqs. (8) and (9) with the statistically significant (P value < 0.0001) that can be accepted at least 95 percent confidence presets that the causes selected to predict the bullwhip effect and net stock amplification are appropriate. In decreased Eq. (8), the six independent variables and in decreased Eq. (9) the five independent variables are statistically significant at the level of a = 0.05.
In the other words, in the decentralized chain, each level makes independently their ordering decisions completely. Also, the order batching of wholesaler ðR 0 2 Þ and demand signal processing of wholesaler ðb 0 2 Þ are considered as the most important independent variables on the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification, respectively. According to Montgomery [38] , when the main effects encompass the significant interaction effects, they are not considered meaningfully. Therefore, it can be claimed that the interaction of variable R In Figs. 2-4 the coded three-dimensional (3D) diagrams of some important common interactions in decentralized supply chain are depicted. As discussed, the amounts of bullwhip effect and net stock amplification should necessarily be simultaneously decreased to increase the supply chain response rates. Therefore, according to the figures, the analysis should be done in such a way that these two objectives will be concurrently met. In Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) , the increase of L2 has a positive impact on bullwhip effect and net stock amplification and the increase of L1 has a negative impact on bullwhip effect and a positive impact on net stock amplification. Therefore, the most appropriate combination is obtained when L2 and L1 are selected at their low level and incredibly high level, respectively. In Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) , the increase of R1 and b2 has a negative impact on the bullwhip effect and positive impact on net stock amplification and vice versa. Thus, the most appropriate combination is occurred when both R1 and b2 are selected in the middle level; otherwise, only one of the objectives will be met. In Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) , the increase of L2 has a positive impact on the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification and the increase of R2 has a negative impact on the bullwhip effect but has a positive impact on the net stock amplification. Therefore, the most appropriate combination is acquired when L2 is at the law level and R2 is selected near its middle level. Tables 8 and 9 statistically show the results of experiments in scenario 2. According to these tables, Eqs. (10) and (11) are the statistically significant (P value < 0.0001). The coefficient of determination models respectively show that 67.8% and 82.096% of the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification changes can be calculated by causes provided in the tables. In decreased model presented in Eq. (10) the replenishment period or classified order (R 0 ) and the demand signal processing (b 0 ) are the most important independent reasons in the bullwhip effect and the net stock functions in the centralized three levels supply chain respectively. The order of variables' importance in the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification functions, in both chains (decentralized and centralized) are presented in the form of the main effects, interaction and quadratic in Tables 6-9 . In Figs. 5 and 6 the coded 3D diagrams of the interactions in the centralized supply chain are depicted. In this scenario, like the previous scenario, in order to increase the supply chain's response rates, the amounts of bullwhip effect and the inventory amplification should necessarily be decreased, simultaneously. Therefore, the analysis of interactive factors must be done two by two. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , the increase of b and c has a positive impact on the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification. Therefore, the most appropriate combination is obtained when the factors of b and c are selected at their high level. According to Fig. 6(a) and (b) , the increase of b and R has a positive impact on the bullwhip effect and the net stock amplification. Consequently, the most appropriate combination is considered when both factors b and R are selected at a low level, and the worst choice is revealed when b is chosen at the law level and R at the high level. Due to this weighty matter, an important factor such as R (affecting on the amount of bullwhip) is effective on the other factors.
Comparison of the models
In respect of the models presented in previous section, the importance of each causes of the bullwhip effect in the models is considered in this section. Along the way, the partial R-squares are used to compare the variables of the models. The partial R-square declares that the relative contribution of a selected independent variable on the variation of a dependent variable is an above and beyond predictability offered done by the other independent variables. According to Table 10 , it can be observed that in the centralized chain two causes; order batching and demand signal processing are the most important independent reasons, respectively. These two causes explain at least 50 percent of the bullwhip effect and the rest is spent on their interactions. While in the decentralized chain, the parameters of wholesaler are more effective on the bullwhip effect than the retailer's parameters. Also in this case, the order batching factor is known as the main causes for the bullwhip effect. The high cost of ordering and transportation are the main reasons for creating this factor. Using the order batching, companies are able to reduce the number of orders to achieve an economical sending. However, this cause begets the bullwhip effect. The electronic data exchange, third party logistics and strategic partnerships are recommended to improve this factor. According to Table 11 discussed on the other hand, it can be seen that the three causes i.e. the demand signal processing, the rationing and shortage gaming and the delay in the information and materials are considered as the most important independent reasons in the centralized chain respectively. While in the decentralized chain, again, it can be seen that the wholesale's parameters have a more impact on net stock amplification value. Also in this case, the factor of demand signal processing is considered as the most important independent reasons of the net stock amplification. Accordingly, in such situation that the predictions is merely occurred on the basis of downstream members orders, any variation in the customer demand in sending process is considered as the strengthened orders to the top chain. To prevent this procedure, the information should be shared in throughout of the supply chain. Since the target of the bullwhip effect function is its reduction. But in this way, the service levels presented to customers may be decreased by irregular decrease inventory levels. Therefore, according to results presented in the tables, the optimum exchange of the net stock amplification and the bullwhip effect level can be done by adjusting the most important reasons. The results of experiments before and after applying the models compared through the correlation coefficient are presented in Table 12 . The results show that Eqs. (8) , (10) and (11) have a strong correlation with simulated data in both of scenarios 1 and 2 and also there is a medium correlation between Eq. (9) and simulated data in scenario 1.
Conclusion and future research
This study attempts to investigate the impacts of the causes of the bullwhip effect on the demand amplification and net stock amplification in three stage supply chains consisting of a single retailer, single wholesaler and single manufacturer under both centralized and decentralized scenario using RSM. In this study four causes of the bullwhip effect are considered and used as the independent variables in the computer simulation. The results show that in the decentralized chain, the causes of demand signal processing (b) and rationing and shortage gaming (c) have not any significant main effects on Table 11 Partial R-squares of causes in net stock amplification. the demand amplification and net stock amplification, but they are only effective in the form of their interaction (bc). This justification is valid in the centralized chain, too. Tables 10 and 11 show that in decentralized chain, the parameters of the upstream stage (i.e. wholesaler) are more important than the parameters of downstream stage (i.e. retailer) in determination of demand amplification and net stock amplification. On the other side, due to this matter that the concurrent reduction of the demands amplification and the net stock amplification is aimed, the parameter of lead time (L2) in decentralized chains and order batching (R) in centralized chains can be used to reduce the bullwhip effect. Furthermore, the demand signal processing in both decentralized and centralized chains can be used to reduce the net stock amplification. Therefore, it can be concluded that the work in process (WIP) in the wholesaler (in decentralized chain) and order batching time (in centralized chain) should be less to reduce the bullwhip effect. On the other hand, to reduce the net stock amplification, the less investment in net stock is required in both chains. For further research, according to achieved results, it is recommended to analyze the different supply chain structures by varying the number of stages to investigate the bullwhip effect. Furthermore, by examining the causes of the bullwhip effect under different supply chain structures, researchers will be able to achieve a better assessment on the cause of the bullwhip effect, measure their relative contributions, and thus, make tailored suggestions for a particular supply chain structure. This will help business practitioners to find out more effective approaches to control the demand amplification that they face in their supply chains.
